collection. The results showed significant improvements of the retrieval performances.
Introduction
The particular nature of XML documents which combine content and structure constraints, leads to specific user needs. Indeed users might be interested only on a given part (or elements) of an XML document instead of the whole document. This part might be explicitly specified in the query, this type of queries are named Content And Structure query (CAS), or not, in what is named Content Only query (CO), which contain only simple keywords, in
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Samia Berchiche-Fellag University Mouloud Mammeri of Tizi-Ouzou Algeria samfellag@yahoo.fr Mohamed Mezghiche University M'Hamed Bougara Boumerdes Algeria mohamed.mezghiche@yahoo.fr that case the relevant part is identified automatically. The challenging question is how to return the most relevant part of the document related to the query. Several issues arise when we handle these documents, one of the important is how to exploit the document structure and its content to better select and rank relevant elements for CO queries.
In this paper, we are particularly interested in links. It is well known that links between documents express a certain relatedness and semantic proximity between them, that might be exploited to enhance relevance of the results. Exploiting links as retrieval feature has been widely studied particularly in web search. Most of the proposed methods are based on the notion of popularity, considering that «a page referenced by many good pages is a good page". Two popular algorithms exploit this notion, namely PageRank [4] that made the reputation of Google search engine, and HITS [20] . Several derivatives have also emerged from these two algorithms, such as Trafficrank [31] , TrustRank [15] , Pathrank [24] and Salsa [22] .
In addition to hyperlinks, anchor text has been also exploited in commercial search engines to improve web search. The anchor text of the link, is text which consists to a succinct description of the target page so that the reader of the current page can decide whether or not to follow the hyperlink.
The use of anchor text has consistently been shown to improve effectiveness for web retrieval [7] [12] [33] .
Since anchor texts are typically short and descriptive, they are potentially similar to queries [11] and can reflect user's information needs. Brin and Page [4] stressed the importance of anchor text to be associated with the page pointed by the link. Clever system [5, 6] uses the content of the anchors with surrounding text to give more weight to linked pages that use terms appearing in a query. Bharat and Henzinger [3] and Li et al. [23] incorporate weighting, based on the content of the web pages.
TOP HITS model [21] provides an extension of HITS algorithm by incorporating anchor text. Eiron and McCurley [12] investigated properties of anchor text in a large intranet and showed the similarity with real user queries and consensus titles. It shed light that using anchor text can help to obtain better search results from user queries.
Another class of approaches for link analysis, developed in web Information search is the relevance propagation. In such approaches the relevance of documents is computed according to the relevance propagated by their neighbours. Several algorithms have been proposed for this purpose [28] [8] [29] .
Savoy and Rasolofo [28] propose to propagate a fraction of relevance score of each retrieved page to its best neighbours, namely the top-ranked page neighbours returned by a search engine of the considered query.
The cited approaches consider the document level in the processing. However, XML retrieval differs from web search in at least three points:
• The retrieval units in XML retrieval are often elements not the whole document,
• The retrieval unit is not predefined but automatically identified according to the query,
• Links can be either between elements or elements and documents.
These differences lead to several issues regarding the impact of link-based approaches in XML retrieval.
Our objective is to revisit some techniques and issues related to link analysis in the context of XML retrieval.
Our goal in this paper is to exploit relevance propagation [28] combined with anchor text links and the title tag in XML documents. In particular, we propose a propagation based approach that spreads the element score through weighted links computed according to the topical relevance of their anchor text. We hypothesize that the documents pointed in by links containing query terms in their anchor text, must be promoted compared to documents that are not. This paper is organized as follows, we first overview related work exploiting links on XML documents. We present our approach in section 3. Section 4 is devoted to the experiments. We conclude on interests of our contribution and introduce our future work.
Related Work
Most of works that have exploited links in XML retrieval are based on HITS [20] or PageRank [4] algorithms. XRank [25] is one of the first algorithms, inspired by PageRank, that was adapted to deal with XML retrieval. It assigns a relevance score to an element according to scores of hierarchical and Xlink links between nodes. Mataoui et al [26] propose an approach named Docrank based on an adaptation of PageRank to XML document collections.
In the same spirit, Kamps et al [17, 18] propose to estimate a link to rerank the retrieval results, based on a score of a document by combining two parameters namely, "local indegree" and "global indegree". "Global indegree" represents the links number of the incoming links from collection to an XML document, and "local indegree" is the number of incoming links to an XML document from returned results for a given topic. Kimelfeld et al [19] proposed an approach based on filtering and ranking. On filtering the top N (N = 500) relevant documents to the user's query are selected, and on ranking each element of the filtered documents is ranks. Two ranking types are used, one based on the language model and the second combined language model and Hits algorithm.
Pehcevski [27] also exploits links for reranking entities. The entity score is a linear combination of incoming links score to that entity and its initial score.
Since 2007, anchor text was used in Link-the-Wiki (LTW) track, which is link-detection task at INEX. The aim of the LTW track is to automatically identify hyperlinks between documents. Itakura et al [16] , Geva [13] and Weerkamp et al [32] , this not related to search.
The approach we aim to introduce in this paper also consists of reranking the results obtained during an initial search. However, it is not based on PageRank or Hits algorithms, but it exploits anchor texts, the document title in additional to the propagated relevance score as presented by Savoy [28] .
The Proposed Approach

Motivation and Context
First of all, we consider three fundamental hypotheses. The first one expresses that "a document referenced by several important documents, is important". We materialize this importance by spreading scores of source documents to the referenced ones. The second one considers that "if any query terms appears in the anchor text link, the referenced document is more likely to be related to the query". Indeed, a document may reference several other documents through links that are not all related to the query. To get relevant documents related to the query, we need to differentiate the target documents related to the query from those that are not. In this purpose, we assign to each document an anchor text links score which reflects its similarity with the query. In the third hypoth esis, we assume that "If query terms can be found in a document title, then this could be relevant to the query and therefore its elements so are". This leads us to assign to each target document a title score that measure its similarity with the query. It seems natural to consider that if the query terms are reflected in the title tag of a document, this one will be necessarily returned on the first search phase since it is relevant, knowing that the objective here is to rerank documents returned by the initial search phase by exploiting existing links.
Two kinds of links are considered in XML documents, XLink [10] links (inter documents) and XPointer [14] links (intra documents). We intend to consider in this paper Xlink links.
We consider the carried information by the anchor Xlink links, can impact the relevant documents selection. Indeed, anchor text link may contain query terms, allows assuming that referenced documents through such links, necessarily related to the query.
The figure 1 shows an example of anchor text Xlink link containing the term "search" from the document 4025.xml to 211699.xml from Wikipedia collection 2006.
Exploiting Anchor text, Title Tag and Relevance Propagation 3.2.1 General Approach
The general approach we propose consists of reranking a set of potential relevant elements returned by an initial XML retrieval search. The initial set of elements is selected by considering only the relevance between a query and elements. Starting from the set of returned elements, we first select all the referenced documents.
Each element propagates its score to documents it refer ences. We propose to do this propagation guardedly. Indeed, we assume that links are not of the same importance. A document referenced by link having a query terms on its anchor text is more likely to be relevant than the one that has not. For this purpose, the portion of element score we propose to propagate must be proportional to the relevance of the link related to the query. For this, we intend to propagate to referenced document, portion of element score weighted by anchor text links score. We recall that XML links reference documents not elements. Thus, only the first level of propagation is elements documents, the following are documents-documents. Propagation process continues on many levels. Its termination level is generally defined by experiment, but we hypothesize that beyond the third level, one move away from the query and the returned results become uninteresting.
In addition to the propagation scores from incoming links, we propose to consider the title score of target document. Indeed, the link anchor may not contain information, then in order to differentiate target documents related to the query from those are not, we propose, the use of title score of target document.
The final score of referenced document is evaluated based on its title score, document source score propagated weighted with links anchor text scores.
At the end of the propagation process, the new element score is the sum of its initial search score and the score of the document that contains it.
Notation
In order to formally describe our approach, we use the following notation: score (q,e) is computed using any XML retrieval model. R is obtained without taking into account links.
Documents in C are linked through Xlink links
Propagation Process
The links we exploit are the incoming ones to a document. We exploit the classical assumption that "the author of a document dealing with a given topic refers only to documents he considers as relevant to this topic". Therefore, we propose that source document d s will propagate its relevance score to target document d t [1] [2] . We consider here that the score propagated from document d s to document d t is proportional to the importance of the link between them. Indeed, more the link anchor text relates to the query, higher the propagating score is. Hence, the document score propagated d s to the document d t is weighted by score link as: 
Where: As we explain it above, we introduce scorelink as weighting link score, so:
The link anchor text between source and target document may not contain the query terms or not contain any terms. In this case, the link weight is low but not zero. We propose, to compute it based on the number of outgoing links from the source document.
Where:
lkout: Number of outgoing links from source document
Smoothing parameter, in case there is no outgoing links in the source document.
To summarize:
Score Title Evaluation
The document title is obviously a distinctive element of the document content. Thus, a document containing query terms in its title is likely more relevant than document which title does not. This makes us defining the title document score by the rates of query terms it contains.
Where: 
Final Element Score
In addition to the propagation scores from the incoming links, we add to the target document score, its score title.The use of this score allows us to assess the relevance of the target document's title with the query mostly when the links anchor text does not contain information.
Ultimately, a target document will have the following score
Where k: Number of incoming links to the document d t .
α: Weighting factor to title score of document d t , we define its values in the interval [0,1].
At the end of exploiting outgoing links from source documents(the above described phase), we obtain as result a set R of documents, ordered by decreasing order of their scores.
We have now to identify relevant elements from R, knowing that every document in the corpus is represented by a set of elements. This will be achieved using the following formula:
scores.
Final values of α and β parameters will be fixed by experiments, as frequently in Information retrieval domain.
The general algorithm that summarise the different steps is the following:
Search algorithm
Data: • Compute score (q, d t ) with formula (7) Save each target document d t in D by decreas ing order of scores.
• For each d t of D repeat propagation process until reach the required propagation level -For each e of R
• Identify its document parents d t in D
• Compute score (q, e) with formula (8)
• Save in R by decreasing order of scores.
With:
scoreinit (q,e): Element's initial score from the first search phase, β : Weighting factor of element and document respective
As mentioned above scores propagation will stop following levels number defined by experiment.
Illustration
We describe below an illustrative example showing the different steps of the approach. We use an example taken from INEX 2006 collection, we consider query 290 and its top 8 results returned by TopX [30] .
The query 290 from INEX has the following format:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?> <!DOCTYPEinex_topic SYSTEM "topic.dtd"> <inex_topic topic_id="290" ct_no="9"> <title>"genetic algorithm"</title> < c a s t i t l e > / / a r t i c l e [ a b o u t ( . , "geneticalgorithm We obtain using formula (6): The score of 555480.xml is computed with formula (7) Score (q, 555480.xml) = α*scoretitle (555480.xml) + Scoreprop 1 (q, 555480.xml) + Scoreprop2 (q, 555480.xml) This represents how is performed in a first level of links exploitation.
The final given score in table 2 of 555480.xml which value is 0,7650 is calculated at the third level.
The same computation was applied for all referenced documents.
We notice that the result element of document 40254.xml which title is "genetic algorithm" is entirely pursuant to the query, but not well ranked (8th) at the end of the first stage, even if it is referenced by most of the results.
After considering links across three levels of reference, 
Rank
With this value, element's scores of the document 40254.xml will be increased and their ranking changed.
The final score of the element 40254 /article [1] /body [1] / section [9] , noted 40254 el is score(q,40254el) = β*0.72235+(1-β)* 6,9107 with β = 0,3 score(q, 40254el)=5,3077.
The achieved results on the sample evaluation INEX campaign is shown in table 3. 
INEX: Initiative for the Evaluation of XML Retrieval
We used for our experiments the INEX 2006 collection [9] . INEX is the only campaign assessment of XML information retrieval systems. The main INEX evaluation purpose is to promote their search in XML documents by providing a test collection, and assessment procedures to allow participants to benchmark their results. The test collection consists of a set XML documents, queries and relevance judgments, and uses a collection made from English documents from Wikipedia.
INEX consists of several tasks such as "focused" task,"thorough" task, "Best in context" task. We based our evaluations on the "focused" task.
Data Collection
The collection contains about 659 388 documents extracted from Wikipedia and provides a set of 126 queries for evaluation. Note that in Wikipedia, the<collectionlink> that generates anchor text is pointing to a full document and not to its elements. Table 4 lists the characteristics of this collection.
Collection size 4.6 GO
Documents Number 659388
Links number 16737300 For a given topic, the normalized cumulated gain measure is obtained by dividing a retrieval run's xCG vector by the corresponding ideal xCI vector.
Topics number 126
xCG [i] takes its values from the full recall-base of the given topic.
xCI [i] takes its values from the ideal recall-base and i ranges from 0 and the number of relevant elements for the given topic in the ideal recall base.
For a given rank i, the value of nxCG[i] reflects the relative gain the user accumulated up to that rank, compared to the gain that could have attained if the system would have produced the optimum best ranking.
First of all, in order to assess the different parameters, Figure 2 . Comparative graph the achieved results of our approach to that of TopX we conducted preliminary experiments on small sample of documents and queries (20 queries, 100 documents) from INEX 2006 collection. We set the parameters used in our formulas, to the following values: α = 0,6; β = 0,3;ω =10 and the propagation process level is fixed to three. Table 5 . Results for the « Focused » Task with the nxCG metric at different cutoffs
Discussion
As noticed in introduction, all methods we've mentioned [25, 17, 18, 19] in this work, dealing with links exploitation in XML documents are based on reranking results of an initial search. However, and despite of this apparent similarity, our approach has three major differences compared to these methods.
First, most of these methods, have adapted Pagerank [25] or Hits [19] for XML retrieval, and have not exploited the relevance propagation although it achieved good results [28] , [8] , [29] . It is precisely because of the good results obtained in links exploitation on the web, we thought adapt it to XML. This is confirmed by our experimental results.
The second aspect that distinguishes our approach over the others is the use of anchor text links that are not used at all in SIR to exploit links. Especially the use of this anchor as a weighting parameter to the propagation score which has been used neither in structured information retrieval nor on the Web. Indeed, considering anchor text links allows targeting documents related to the query and then raise their scores while decreasing the score from documents that are not. How to evaluate this score?
"When a relevant source document references a target document, it attests that, it is relevant". We have represented this intuition by propagating a part of source document's score to the target document.
How much score the source document should it give the target document? To this end we propagate a score proportional to the anchor link between the two documents; as mentioned before if anchor links score is high, it means that the target document is relevant.
The third point is the use of title tag. Even if this parameter has been widely used in IR, it was not included in the SIR during the links exploitation, by none of mentioned methods. Indeed, this parameter is very important when the links anchor text does not contain information. It thus allows us to distinguish the target documents related to the query from those that are not. We noticed that its inclusion introduces higher performance, as proved by our experimental results.
Conclusion
We presented in this paper a new way to exploit links in XML documents based on relevance score propagation. Especially the main contribution consists of propagating score proportionally to the significance of a link between a source document and its neighbors. The significance of a link is computed by the relevance of the anchor text of the link and the query.
We used Top X search model [30] to get a sorted initial lements list. By using this list, the source documents scores obtained are propagated according to incoming Xlink links to the target documents. In addition to the relevance propagation, we also evaluated the links anchor text and textual information carried by the title tag of the referenced documents by assigning a score to each of these representations. At the end, each document score is calculated according to the propagated score, the link score and the title score. The experiments we conducted on 2006 Wikipedia collection showed that our approach improve the results of the first XML retrieval system.
In the future we plan to exploit semantics links anchor text and a calculation method to define the most appropriate value of the propagation level.
